Teaching Materials Overview
Core Print Product Materials
Teacher’s Guide

• With each TIME for Kids issue we publish, we develop a guide to help educators teach the
content. Each guide contains lesson plans, defined vocabulary terms, worksheets, and a quiz for
all articles that are featured in that week’s magazine.

Magazine Quiz (located within the Teacher’s Guide)

• We provide a quiz to assess student’s knowledge of all content featured in that week’s magazine.
The quiz includes 10 multiple-choice questions.

Additional Online-Only Teaching Materials
**NEW** Virtual Learning Materials

• In response to the many educators working around the clock to find and/or write lesson plans
during this time, TIME for Kids is developing weekly guides with links to digital articles, a set of
discussion questions to post and engage students about what they read, and links to additional
resources.
• *Please note, we are developing these for all of our 2020 issues and will post them as they
become available.

Cover Quiz

• A cover story is a two-page article in the magazine. You can think of it as the longer feature story
In a weekly issue. We provide a cover quiz to assess students’ knowledge of the cover story. The
quiz includes six multiple-choice and one open-ended question.

Cover Quiz Distractor Guide

• To help educators analyze student misconceptions, we provide a Distractor Guide for the cover
quiz. It details why each distractor is correct or incorrect.

Magazine Quiz Distractor Guide

• To help educators analyze student misconceptions, we provide a Distractor Guide for the
magazine quiz. It details why each distractor is correct or incorrect.

Educator’s Guide

• These guides are developed to pair with a specific book TIME for Kids has featured in the TIME
OFF section of the magazine. The guides can be used for book clubs, literature circles, or read
alouds. They include discussion questions, lesson plans, worksheets, and a quiz assessing
students’ knowledge of the book.

Text Set

• Pair nonfiction articles from TIME for Kids with a curated list of literary texts to dive deep into
themes such as space exploration, climate change, civil rights, and youth innovation.



